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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of the Problem

There are three branches in scientific research: i) analytical theory; ii) experiment; and iii) computer simulation [1]. In the field of simulation, visualization plays an important role to provide a deeper understanding of information and data [2]. In particular when the dataset is large and complex, it usually makes no sense for scientists to go through data consisting of billions of figures. However, visualization of large datasets remains a challenge [3]. This doctoral research will focus on a problem in which an observer is immersed in an environment and maneuvering around to visually discover patterns.

We define the real-time walkthrough problem as follows: given a three dimensional space $W$, and a virtual camera controlled by a human moving inside $W$ on a path $p$ at speed $v$, generates motion pictures for the camera to transmit to proper display equipment. The human controller, based on what he or she sees from the display equipment, specifies path $p$ interactively.

A typical walkthrough in materials simulation is shown in Fig. 1.1 [4]. At left, a researcher is immersed in an atomistic model of a fractured ceramic-fiber nanocomposite in ImmersaDesk; right, a detailed scene shows fibers that are pulled out during fracture. ImmersaDesk is a portable multi-person, high-resolution, 3D video and audio environment [5]. The researcher is using a 3D mouse called “wand” (in his left hand) to move around, like steering a car, in the 3D environment. The 3D glasses he wears synchronize with the
display to give him a stereo effect. A sensor attached to the 3D glasses tracks the position and orientation of his head, so that the scene can be updated accordingly. The computer that drives the ImmersaDesk is an SGI Onyx2 graphics server. Onyx2 is capable of both supercomputing and visualization and is designed to simultaneously process 3D graphics, imaging, and video data in real time. Onyx2 has peak performance of outputting 13.1 million polygons\(^1\) in one second.

![Figure 1.1](image)

**Figure 1.1:** (a) A researcher immersed in an atomistic model of a fractured ceramic nanocomposite (silicon nitride matrix reinforced with silica-coated silicon carbide fibers) in an immersive and interactive ImmersaDesk, which is connected to and driven by an SGI Onyx2 graphics workstation. Small spheres represent silicon atoms, and large spheres represent nitrogen (green), carbon (magenta), and oxygen (cyan) atoms. (b) A detail scene shows the fibers are pulled out during fracture.

Shown in Fig. 1.1 is a fiber-reinforced silicon nitride system that contains 1 million atoms (only part of the entire system is visible in this frame). However, to render 1 million atoms, each represented as a sphere approximated with 50 polygons, about 50 million polygons need to be rendered for one scene. To maintain a moderate refreshing rate of 30 frames per second, we need to render 1.5 billion polygons per second, which far exceeds the capability of most advanced graphics cards (see discussion in §1.2) available today.

\(^1\) Polygons are the basic unit graphics cards use to represent objects. The number of polygons involved often determines how close this approximation reflects objects being represented.
This technological gap between atomistic simulations and visualization is increasing rapidly. For example, state of the art simulations at the Concurrent Computing Laboratory for Materials Simulation (CCLMS) at Louisiana State University involve one billion atoms [6].

To overcome this gap, this dissertation research will develop a framework for real-time walkthrough of a billion atoms by combining novel data-structure, algorithmic and hardware solutions.

The conceptual framework of the project can be used in areas where an extremely large volume of structured/unstructured data needs to be visualized. These areas include computational science, chemistry, biology, as well as applied mathematics, statistics, education, and economics. For example, improved weather forecast accuracy will have societal payoffs if meteorologists can visualize the massive amount of data obtained from observation and simulation [7]. Despite enormous scientific advances in the past few decades, the difficulty of handling and understanding massive datasets still hampers scientific progress. The limiting factor is human understanding of massive amounts of data. Results of this project will also be essential in developing an immersive user interface to remote massively parallel simulations.

The following estimation illustrates the challenge of this project. Suppose there are a billion atoms in the user’s field of view. To render an atom as a sphere, at least 20 polygons are required, which can be seen in Fig. 1.2 that shows the visual effect of a sphere approximated by different numbers of polygons. For a billion atoms, this amounts to $2 \times 10^{10}$ polygons.
To have a smooth transition between frames so that the objects on the screen will not jump, we need at least 20 frames\(^2\) per second [8]. Then the number of polygons that need to be rendered per second is \(20 \times 10^{10} \times 20 = 4 \times 10^{11}\). (Although not all the polygons will be visible, as the great majority of them are either blocked by other atoms or are located at the invisible side of visible atoms, the graphic card still needs to render them.) A state of the art graphics card can deliver only 100 million\(^3\) polygons per second, and therefore, brute-force rendering would result in a discrepancy between the requirement and hardware capability of a factor 4000. In fact, to output the polygons to the screen is the simplest task that a graphic card performs. The most time consuming task is to calculate the light and shade for all the possible reflections and refractions for all the polygons. Due to this challenge, it is impossible to output the image to a display device within the requested time constraint, even if we have everything prepared ready in the memory. To make the situation worse, we cannot have everything ready in the video memory on the graphic card because of the limited size of memory.

We have conducted an experiment on an SGI Onyx2, which is capable of rendering 13.1 million polygons per second with 64MB texture memory. When we tried to render a 1 million-atom configuration through the pipeline, the computer froze because the computation

---

\(^2\) NTSC standard TV and theater movie have frame rate of 30 and 24 frames per second, respectively.

\(^3\) Expected data of GeForce4 GTS Ultra (nVidia code name NV20) expected to be released May 2001. Dreamcast console can render 18 million polygons per second; Sony Playstation 2 can render 75 millions polygons per second; Sony Playstation 3 (to be released 2002) 750 millions polygons per second, 256MB memory, internal bus 48Gbps.
involved kept it busy and thereby stopped responding to any input from the keyboard or
mouse.

These estimations show that currently there is no hardware that can support the goal
stated above. What is needed is a strategy combining software, hardware as well as
computer and network architecture solutions.

1.2 Background and Literature Review

Raw data generated by scientific simulation goes through a graphics pipeline before it
is output to a display equipment, which can be either a traditional monitor or a specialized
device such as the immersive and interactive 3D projection systems CAVE or ImmersaDesk
[5]. This graphics pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 1.3.

![Graphics Rendering Pipeline](image)

Figure 1.3 Graphics rendering pipeline. Data generated by scientific computing are rendered in three
steps: i) polygons are generated; ii) they are translated to correct position; and, iii) they are transferred
into 2D pixels, the form that we see on the screen. Together they form the graphics-rendering pipeline.

In Fig. 1.3 the graphics pipeline is enclosed by the dashed rectangle. The graphics
pipeline usually refers to a graphics accelerator card installed on a computer, and its speed is
limited by the speed of the image processor\(^4\) on the card. As in the case of the heart of the
computer, the Central Processing Unit (CPU), the processing capability of this chip is limited
by integrated circuit technology, and there is a limit on how fast a single pipeline can
perform.

\(^4\) This processing chip is sometimes referred as GPU (Graphics Processing Unit).
One way to overcome this bottleneck is parallel graphics rendering. One common way of achieving parallization is dataset decomposition, the method of decomposing the dataset into smaller chunks, so that they can be assigned to multiple graphics processors. The data is then processed in parallel to achieve speedup.

Funkhouser’s group at Princeton University has a project called ‘High Performance Parallel Rendering on a PC Cluster’ (Samanta 2000), which is a typical implementation of the parallization schema explained above by employing a three-layer architecture. The dataset is decomposed into subsets in the first layer, and multiple graphics servers render the subsets separately in the second layer. Finally, the third layer assembles the rendered sub-scenes into the full scene. Their focus is on the very end stage of the graphics-rendering pipeline without addressing the visual interactions between two objects that belonging to different subsets [9]. In other words, their interest is the feasibility of the parallel organization rather than the graphics rendering. However, the latter is one of the key problems we are facing.

Hanrahan’s group at Stanford University has employed a two-layer approach [10]. Instead of assembling sub-scenes into a full scene by a graphics computer, they output tiled sub-scenes directly to a large tiled display, i.e., a monitor wall or a matrix of projectors. They have also constructed a high-efficiency low-cost system by using commodity PC graphics cards such as the nVidia GeForce2 GTS\(^5\). The graphics performance of these systems is comparable to that of high-end graphics workstations. To facilitate the cooperation of graphics servers for parallel rendering, they have also attempted to reduce network traffic in remote visualization by using an efficient packing scheme for OpenGL codes and integrated it with network transportation [11].

\(^5\) One of most popular graphics cards among the PC computer gaming industry.
Another parallel scheme uses multiple computers to greatly reduce the data that are fed to the pipeline instead of using multiple computers for parallel rendering. By reducing the data that is sent to the pipeline, even a single pipeline is expected to be able to handle a massive workload in a reasonable time.

The Visualization and Graphics Research Group lead by Hamann at the University of California at Davis has a project of visualization over a wide area network [12, 13]. A data structure of a time-space partition (tsp) tree has been proposed to capture the coherence in both spatial and temporal changes. They proposed a complete pipeline schema with compression techniques to reduce the cost of network transfer. Their system has been tested on a PC cluster in Japan as well as on an SGI Origin 2000 at NASA Ames Research Center with the display located at UC Davis.

To alleviate the burden of the last rendering stage, Crawfits et al. at Ohio University have introduced the idea of pre-processing. They suggested for ‘Image Based Rendering Assisted Volume Rendering (IBRAVR)’ [14] that large data is partially pre-rendered on a large computational engine close to the data, then final rendering is performed on a workstation. The pre-rendering reduces the load on the rendering stage, especially if the rendering is performed in a rather low-performance graphics computer such as a personal computer.

The Visapult project [14-16] at the University of California at Berkeley has exploited the IBRAVR idea for developing a prototype application and framework for remote visualization for large-scale scientific datasets. Visapult consists of two components: a viewer and a back-end pre-renderer. The back-end is a parallel application that loads large
scientific datasets using domain decomposition and performs software rendering\textsuperscript{6} on each sub-domain, producing layered images of sub-domains. The viewer, also a parallel application, implements IBRAVR to re-combine images produced by the back-end. Their current project involves terabyte visualization, the largest as far as we know.

The decomposing methods discussed above have been developed mainly for volume rendering, which is the major representation method in fields such as medical image processing, where body tissues are represented by the accumulation of semi-transparent image layers\textsuperscript{7}. However, the problem addressed by these projects is different from ours: For volume rendering, the datasets can be sliced in any way and the parallization is simple because i) occlusion culling is not involved, and ii) different parts of the scene do not intervene.

Other walkthrough projects are concerned with 3D modeling, in which the spatial space is comprised of objects with shape, such as furniture, buildings and terrain. For this type of problem, only the outside surfaces need to be rendered; however, cross-boundary objects need special care upon rendering.

The Walkthru Project [17] at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill focuses on 3D modeling. They use the Hierarchical Levels of Detail (HLODs) technique to reduce the dataset by showing only parts that are in the current field of view [18]. The largest dataset they have tested is a Tanker comprised of 82 million triangles. They have developed fast rendering methods specifically tailored for triangle-based 3D objects [19].

\textsuperscript{6} Software rendering refers to the method that, instead of rendering a scene by letting data goes through the graphics pipeline, generating the scene by tracing the path of light stream.

\textsuperscript{7} These kinds of data are created by layer-by-layer diagnostic methods such as Computerized axial Tomography (CT).
The above approaches have been developed for volumetric and 3D modeling data and are not applicable to atomistic data in our project. Also, some of them emphasize on the front-end of the graphics rendering pipeline and others the back-end, and there is no comprehensive solution for extremely large volume atomistic datasets scientific visualization. This goal can only be achieved through a combination of visualization, graphics, data storage and modeling, and networking technology, which is presented in later chapters of this thesis.

In this dissertation research, we develop a framework based on four key techniques: adaptive data compression, scalable occlusion culling, predictive caching, and hierarchical visibility culling.

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation

The outline of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, an overview of the comprehensive framework is provided. Following that, Chapter 3 describes the data compression schema; Chapter 4 talks about octree-based visibility culling; Chapter 5 explains the occlusion culling based on parallel computing; and, Chapter 6 deals with neural network based prediction schema. Results are given in Chapter 7, and Chapter 8 contains conclusions.
CHAPTER 2

REAL-TIME BILLION-ATOM WALKTHROUGH IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS

2.1 Statement of the Problem

As explained in the introduction, our goal is to render large datasets consisting of a billion atoms interactively in an immersive simulation environment, which is comprised of a massively parallel computer such as the 1,280-node IBM SP3 system located remotely at the Naval Oceanographic Office Major Shared Resource Center where simulations are performed, a 166-node PC cluster to preprocess visualization data, an SGI Onyx2 graphics server for rendering, network connections and an immersive and interactive 3D visualization environment named ImmersaDesk for projection as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

![Diagram of a supercomputing/visualization environment.](image)

Figure 2.1: Supercomputing/Visualization environment.

ImmersaDesk is a projection system for multi-user high-resolution immersive virtual reality display. The head tracker tracks the position and orientation of the user’s head and
subsequently updates the display to give the user the feeling of changing scenes according to head movements. The user, while looking at the ImmersaDesk through a pair of 3D glasses, uses the wand to direct where he/she want to go, as if walking through a space formed by the immersive projection.

The primary dataset in our project is a collection of $N$ atoms placed in a special box of size $(L_x \times L_y \times L_z)$. This is a set of all-atom data: \[ \{ \vec{r}_i, s, \sigma^{\alpha \beta} \mid I = 1,2,\ldots,N; \ s \in \{Si, O, C, N, \ etc.\}; \ \vec{r}_i = (x_i, y_i, z_i); \ 0 \leq x_i \leq L_x; \ 0 \leq y_i \leq L_y; \ 0 \leq z_i \leq L_z; \ \alpha \beta \in \{xx, yy, zz, xy, yz, xz\} \}. \] For each atom $i$, the following information are stored: $(x_i, y_i, z_i)$ are the three-dimensional coordination of atoms; $s$ represents atomic species, and $\sigma^{\alpha \beta}$ are stress components.

The goal of this project is to achieve interactive response speed ($\leq 1$ second per frame) to render an updated scene according to the user’s movement in the immersive environment. The objects to be rendered in this project are balls$^8$. Because one of the goals of the simulation is to identify atomistic processes for which we do not have a priori structural information, it is not straightforward to simplify off-center parts or details.

The extremely large volume of data involved slows down traditional visualization methods, and consequently makes them impractical. The limitation is on every aspect in the computing environment: physical memory, cache size, bus bandwidth and network throughput, \textit{etc}. Therefore, the problem cannot be solved by tune-ups, but instead reinvention of the engine itself is required.

---

$^8$ To illustrate the complexity of the problem of effectively rendering a solid ball, here is the list of the factors that need to be addressed: 1) Software/hardware; 2) OpenGL or not; 3) Computer platform; 4) Bus type; 5) Rendering precision; 6) Speed requirement; and a lot more.
2.2 Overview of the Solution

Concerns in the designing phase of parallelization of rendering include the choice between hardware or software solution; and the parallel architecture, communication mechanism, and memory constraints. We propose to develop a comprehensive framework to the solution of this “billion-atom walkthrough” problem.

Figure 2.2 shows a diagram of the proposed solution: First, raw data generated by simulations on a remote supercomputer is compressed, so that they can be transferred via wide area network (WAN). On the local site, the retrieved data goes through a PC cluster, where distributed visibility culling is conducted. Subsequently, the data is transferred to the graphics-rendering computer via a neural-network-based predictive caching component.

Figure 2.2: Overview of the billion-particle real-time walk-through solution. Huge amount of raw data generated by supercomputing on remote site is firstly compressed and then transferred back. A PC cluster filters out components that are invisible efficiently in parallel processing. An actively predictive caching mechanism selectively fetches data that are most likely needed next. The final rendering is done on a high performance professional graphics system.

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with datasets culling. There are three types of culling [20] involved in computer graphics rendering, as shown in Fig. 2.3. We conduct the view-frustum culling by exploiting octree data structure (Chapter 4), the occlusion culling is conducted by
hierarchical computing (Chapter 5), and the back-face culling is conducted by Z-buffer comparisons\(^9\).

![Diagram of visibility culling techniques](image)

**Figure 2.3: Three types of visibility culling techniques.** Solid lines represent visible surfaces while dashed lines represent invisible surfaces.

### 2.3 Data Compression

A billion-particle simulation produces 100GB of data including species, coordinates, velocities, and stress components [21] per frame. Simulations are done at national supercomputer centers and need to be transferred, creating a great challenge for the network capacity. Data has to be reduced within reasonable time before it can be transferred via the network. This problem can be addressed using data compression. However, common compression schemes perform poorly for this specific kind of data. In the present project a compression algorithm is designed and implemented to optimize the storage of atomistic simulation data. The algorithm is based on ordering the atoms following a space-filling curve and results in significant improvement of the I/O performance.

### 2.4 Octree

At any given time, only a part of the whole dataset is in the effective viewing field\(^{10}\) of the observer. An Octree data structure [22] is used to efficiently remove the parts that are

---

\(^9\) Z-buffer comparison is done automatically by the hardware graphics engine.
out of the field of view. Each node on an octree has 8 children/sub-trees, which correspond to the sub-regions obtained by dividing a cube by cutting each surface in half in the $x$, $y$, $z$ directions.

Figure 2.4: An illustration of a 3-level octree data structure. Each of the eight sub-regions is recursively divided into 8 partitions. Octree is a tree data structure with exactly 8 sub-trees or children for any non-terminal nodes. The advantage of octree data structure is that each node corresponds to a special sub-region in the application.

An Octree is an intuitive approach for clustering special objects into visible and invisible groups. If a node is invisible, then all of its sub-trees are invisible and thus can be excluded in future pipeline processing. Therefore, most invisible area can be efficiently removed from processing.

2.5 Scalable Occlusion Culling

Not all data in the given dataset will be seen at a given time during walkthrough. In fact, many atoms are either outside the viewer’s field of view or hidden by other atoms. An example is that only a few upper layers of beans in a barrel are visible while the rest are hidden below. Feeding all the data into the graphics pipeline wastes more than 90%\textsuperscript{11} of the

\textsuperscript{10} A person’s eyesight, that is how far and how close his eyes can effective focus, limits his viewing field; also the angle limits the left and right margin (usually with an angle of about 100 degrees). The effective view on the computer is also limited by the size of the screen.

\textsuperscript{11} See the caption of Fig. 7.2.
time in rendering. We propose an algorithm that can greatly speed up the rendering process by reducing this redundancy. Because of the nature of the computation involved, this reduction itself is computation intensive. Our solution is to carry out this computation in parallel on a PC cluster. We adopt a divide and conquer strategy that divides the objects into sub-regions and allocates these sub-regions to available nodes in the PC cluster. We also adopt an efficient message exchanging method to collect the information and speed up the reduction process.

2.6 Predictive Caching (Pre-fetching)

It is intuitive that any processing on a dataset of this scale will need some caching mechanism. In some aspect, the browsing pattern is similar to locality in a memory reference pattern. That is, when a viewer (his/her mouse) goes straight for a couple of seconds, he/she will be likely to continue to go straight. However, traditional caching schemes are not suitable for the pattern of data access involved in interactive visualization. The browsing habit differs on per person, per subject, per session bases. There is not a simple set of rules on how a person will respond. A machine learning mechanism is thus expected to play an important role. We adopt a neural network based caching schema, which is capable of learning the browsing pattern from the first few movements that the person made and continuously modify it according to the user’s behavior.
3.1 Background

Modern parallel computers are characterized by a technology gap resulting from the large difference in the rate of improvement of computational power and that of the I/O system [23]. CPU and RAM capabilities have increased dramatically in recent years, and the interconnecting hardware now allows combining hundreds of such processors (nodes) into powerful parallel architectures. On the other hands, the access speed has been growing at a slower rate. A data compression scheme (lossy or lossless) may be used, when possible.

Large-scale simulations usually generate huge amounts of data. Also, the simulations often run for a long period of time. For the purpose of both saving intermediate results and keeping checkpoints for failure recovery, it is favorable that more information can be saved off-line, while keeping the amount of I/O under control. Ideally, such a compression algorithm should satisfy the following requirements:

1. Significant reduction in the amount of data to be stored.
2. If the compression is lossy, the precision should be controlled.
3. Little computation and memory overhead.
4. Scalability with increasing system size.
5. Ability to handle different types of simulation data and different requirements on accuracy.
6. The algorithm should be robust and, particularly, tolerant to outliers, i.e., values that do not conform to the expected range.

Data compression and data reliability are a pair of mutually exclusive factors. The simple way of cutting the precision and representing the numbers using a smaller number of bits is not feasible for the accuracy requirements of simulations. A possible approach is to use standard compression software and algorithms. However, simply running a data file through a standard compressor (Huffman or LZW) consumes a significant amount of CPU time but does not provide any benefit, since double precision data generated by many simulations contain a large number of essentially uncorrelated bits.

A space-filling curve completely fills up part of space by passing through every point in a defined order. It is intuitive to imagine that the data on the path generated by the ordering are spatially related and subsequently could be compressed by removing the redundant information.

3.2 Algorithm Analysis and Implementation

3.2.1 Octree Ordering

Several space-filling curves are known and all are defined recursively. A typical definition starts with a simple curve \( C_0 \) and prescribes how to use it to construct another, more complex curve \( C_1 \), and defines the final, space-filling curve as the limit of the sequence of curves \( C_0, C_1, \ldots \) [24]. Figure 3.1 shows the construction of two typical space-filling curves by successive refinement.
Appropriate ordering of particles may be accomplished by arranging them according to their position on a space-filling curve. The Hilbert Curve does not contain discontinuities, but the position of an atom on this curve is not easy to compute. The Z-curve is discontinuous, but the points on this curve are easily identified using an octree index, $R_i$, constructed by interleaving bits of $x_i, y_i,$ and $z_i$.

Let us assume that $x$, $y$, and $z$ components of atomic positions are represented using the same number of bits, $l = \left\lfloor \log_2 \left( \max\{L_x, L_y, L_z\} \right) \right\rfloor$, which is determined by the maximum dimension of the simulation box. The octree index $R_i$ is then easily computed by interleaving the bits of the position components, as illustrated in the following example:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 &= 7 \text{ bits} \\
 x_i &= 1 \ 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \\
 y_i &= 0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 0 \\
 z_i &= 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 1 \\
\hline
R_i &= 101 \ 001 \ 110 \ 011 \ 010 \ 011 \ 101 \quad \text{-- } 3\times7 = 21 \text{ bits}
\end{align*}
\]
A potential problem arises when \( l_R = l_x + l_y + l_z \) exceeds the number of bits in an integer. Assuming the size of an integer to be 32 bits (which is fairly standard on UNIX machines), it is often sufficient to represent one component of the atomic position but not necessarily all three of them. Using 64-bit integers may solve the problem but it will interfere with the portability of the code. Another possible approach is to store the octree index in a data structure that would allow arbitrary-length integer representation, but this would significantly degrade the efficiency of the code. Therefore, we have to look for other alternatives.

Let us consider plausible scenarios that would cause \( l_R \) to exceed 32 bits. The two possible reasons are:

1. The size of the system \((L_x, L_y, L_z)\) is too large.

2. The accuracy requirements are too high, \(i.e.,\) the tolerance, \(\delta r\), is too small.

The first case is taken care of by fragmenting the atomistic configuration into sub-domains no larger than a predefined dimension.

The second case requires further consideration. The tolerance being too small implies that the integerized atomic positions contain several low-order bits that are unlikely to be compressed. Consequently, it makes sense to split each integer into high-order bits (“head”) and low-order bits (“tail”):

\[
x_i \text{ (bit-number = } l_x) \rightarrow x_i^{(h)} \text{ (bit-number = } l_x^{(h)}) \text{ and } x_i^{(t)} \text{ (bit-number = } l_x^{(t)}),
\]

so that \( l_x^{(h)} + l_y^{(h)} + l_z^{(h)} \leq 32 \). Then, only \( x_i^{(h)}, y_i^{(h)}, z_i^{(h)} \) are encoded into the octree index and output using variable-length encoding, while fixed-length encoding is applied to \( x_i^{(t)}, y_i^{(t)}, z_i^{(t)} \).

Data compression can be achieved by storing only the difference (relative distance) of two adjacent particles’ position rather than the absolute coordinates. Actually, it is possible to store the difference in the octree index, \( \Delta R_i = R_i - R_{i-1} \), rather than \((\Delta x_i, \Delta y_i, \Delta z_i)\), since \( R_i \) can be easily decoded to yield the position components.
### 3.2.2 Sorting

The sorting problem for the present compression scheme involves (i) sorting the octree indices, $R_i$, and (ii) arranging other data in the same order. To be able to handle a different data structure, the $R_i$ are sorted separately and an “index” array is created, which is then used to rearrange other data attached to atoms. The index is defined by

$$ R[i] = R0[index[i]], $$

where “$R$” and “$R0$” are the sorted and unsorted arrays, respectively. While the index array does require additional memory, the reordering of the data is performed in-place.

It is well-known that the best possible comparison-based sorting algorithm requires $\Omega(N \lg(N))$ steps. Radix-based sorting of integers scales as $O(N \cdot l)$, where $l$ is the bit-number. For the octree, index $l$ is likely to reach 32 (see the previous section). In atomistic simulations, it is important to maintain the $O(N)$ scaling, since one may need to handle increasingly large numbers of atoms. On the other hand, computation time in radix sorting involves a large pre-factor proportional to the bit-number. Fortunately, it is possible to exploit special properties of atomistic configurations to further optimize the sorting procedure for this type of data.

As discussed in §2.1, the distribution of atoms is typically uniform, at least within sufficiently small volumes, and the atoms cannot concentrate in one place to more than a certain density. Therefore, it would make sense to tailor the sorting algorithm to be optimal for atoms scattered uniformly within the spatial range of atoms, which is equivalent to the octree indices being uniformly distributed between the appropriate minimum and maximum values.

The sorting algorithm used in the present implementation consists of two stages:

1. Sort $R_i$ into $\sim N$ bins.
2. Sort $R_i$ within each bin.
In the first part, \( N \) equal-size bins of size \( (R_{\max} - R_{\min})/N \) are defined. Then, it is a simple matter to construct \( O(N) \) algorithm for sorting the \( R_i \) into bins. In the present implementation, the size of the bin is adjusted to the closest power of 2, so that integer divisions may be replaced by more efficient shift operations.

If the distribution of \( R_i \) is uniform, each bin is expected to contain \( n \sim 1 \) integers, which is the number of values to be sorted in the second stage. For efficiency, the cases of \( n \leq 3 \) are programmed explicitly, while \( n > 3 \) is handled using the heap sort algorithm. The resulting algorithm is \( O(N) \) for a uniform distribution and \( O(N \lg(N)) \) in the worst-case scenario.
4.1 Motivation for Visibility Culling

The OpenGL rendering engine removes hidden objects in the last stage of its graphics pipeline [25, 26], see Fig. 4.1.

![OpenGL Architecture diagram](image)

**Figure 4.1:** (a) OpenGL Architecture. This is a simplified illustration of the OpenGL rendering engine architecture. The comparing with Z-buffer\(^{12}\) is done in the last stage of pipeline rendering. Even if a pixel is not actually drawn as a result of its comparison, it has to go through all the previous stages of the pipeline and herein waste all the computational resources. (b) Actual removal procedure of a graphics card.

As shown in Fig. 4.1(a), the OpenGL hidden objects removal procedure uses Z-buffer comparison, which is detailed in Fig. 4.1(b) and is done at the very last stage of the graphics pipeline. Consequently, all the computing time for modeling, translations, coloring and lighting used for objects being removed is wasted. We can achieve a speedup in rendering by reducing the dataset before they go to the pipeline. There are two types of redundant data

---

\(^{12}\) Z-buffer is a part of the video memory that is used to record the Z coordinates of pixels. In the OpenGL coordination system, the z axis is perpendicular to the screen. In short, OpenGL decided the visibility of an object by checking whether there are other objects between it and the viewer.
in visualization. The first is objects that are not in the effective view field and the other
refers to objects that are in the view field but are hidden by peer objects between the observer
and themselves. We propose to remove the first type of redundancy by utilizing an Octree
data structure (see §4.2 and §4.3) and remove the second type of redundancy by scalable
occlusion culling, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

4.2 Octree: Principle, Design and Implementation

Octree is a tree data structure based on a cell with eight children [27]. Each cell of an
Octree represents a cube in physical space. The children can be either sub-trees or leaves.
The root node of the octree represents the entire target space while each child node represents
one octant of its parent.

Octree partition is a well-established technique in the computer gaming industry to
reduce the number of objects that need to be updated at a given moment [28]. Recently, the
Octree has been found useful in scientific applications as well. Unlike in the gaming field,
where each scene is comprised of a structure of shaped objects with large empty space, the
configuration we are facing is comprised of a large amount of unstructured particles
uniformly located throughout the whole space. Therefore, instead of partitioning the space
by objects, we partition the space by volume.

In the present problem, the data structure is designed as follows. The entire
configuration is broken up recursively into 8 spatial sub-sets. The particle coordinates and
associated atomic attributes are stored in an array with each member storing a few hundreds
of particles, the specific number depending on the levels of octree used and the size of the
dataset. The octree acts as a data structure that stores the array indices. This is shown in Fig.
4.2. The special structure of the Octree is stored linearly and continuously in the physical
memory. The address of one particle node of the Octree can be directly computed from its logical position on the Octree.

![Figure 4.2: Correspondence between octree data management and the actual data storage in the memory. Structural data of the Octree is stored linearly and continuously in the memory, the address of which can be computed directly.](image)

### 4.3 Octree Based Data Extraction

Data that goes to the graphics pipeline is generated in two steps: the initial extraction and subsequent refinement [29]. In the first step, the octree is traversed and an approximate region of interest is obtained based on the coordinates of the user’s viewpoint. Terminal nodes of the octree are approximated as spheres, while the depth of field of the viewer constitutes a global sphere. To determine which of the node spheres are visible is a trivial mathematical computation of sphere intersection between these spheres and a global sphere with radius of viewer’s depth of field originated at the user’s position. The second step includes a series of visibility cullings to refine the approximation to the viewer’s viewing frustum. The number of regions that are ultimately displayed depends upon three factors:

1. The number of regions that lie within the clipping shapes based on the position and orientation of the primary camera,
2. The desired maximum/minimum number of visible particles, and

3. The desired minimum frame rate.

Regions are selected using a recursive procedure, by applying clipping shapes/volumes to the system at various levels of the octree data structure. Beginning with a child of the root node, we begin this process by examining whether the center of this region is within the global sphere. If this center point lies within, we continue to apply this clipping to all of its children in the octree.

If this center point passes all the clipping tests, then we assume that some part of that region lies within our field of view. The test is then repeated for each of the 8 child nodes contained under that region if it is not a leaf node. If it is a leaf node of the octree, we consider some part of that node to be visible, and it is added to the list of nodes to be displayed during the next display cycle.

Following the selection of the regions within the clipping volumes, we sort these regions in ascending order according to their distance from the viewer. This is done to ensure that the regions displayed first are those closest to the viewer, in the case that not all the selected regions get displayed. A side product of this sorting is the implementation of multi-resolution schema, in which the atoms are rendered as spheres or spherical approximations at varying "resolutions" based upon their distance from the primary camera.
5.1 Hidden Objects Removal in Computer Graphics

Occlusion culling is to remove the objects that are blocked by other objects in the viewer’s view frustum from the dataset before they go through the graphics pipeline.

Various algorithms [30] for hidden object removal have been suggested since the 1960s. These include:

1. Z-Buffer (Depth-Buffer) Algorithm: This algorithm is used in the graphics pipeline as discussed in §4.1.
2. Ray Casting Algorithm: A brute force method to trace ‘rays’ of light originating from the view plane until they reach the eye.
3. Scan-line Algorithm: Have lines scan the view frustum and examine all polygon surfaces intersecting the scan lines to determine which is visible at each pixel along the scan line.
4. Painter’s Algorithm: Sort polygon surfaces in order of decreasing depth. If there is overlap between two surfaces, split them into smaller pieces along the edge of intersection and continue the comparison.

Since we are concerned with real-time walkthrough, the algorithm to be used for hidden object removal has to be highly efficient and involve minimum computation. Any computation of distance or detection of intersection is expensive in this context, and therefore
should be avoided when possible. This restriction excludes traditional hidden objects removal algorithms mentioned above. When the user is moving around the configuration, there is no fixed projection plane, therefore, it is difficult to keep a sorted list of atoms, and it is expensive to generate one for each frame.

Considering the resolution of any display equipment is limited, once we have an $m$ by $n$ grid mapping the eye plane depending on display resolution. Particles are thrown to the eye plane one by one. Each particle is assigned a linear scaling factor based on its position in the $z$ direction simulating perspective projection. Nearest neighbors, which are approximated by the rectangle square surrounding the sphere footprint, of any given particle on that grid can be directly computed from the $x$ and $y$ coordination of the atom and the scaling factor. Eight points on the outer peripheral of the rectangle square were tested. If any of the eight points turned out to be visible, then the atom will not be culled. Time complexity of occlusion is a linear function of the total number of particles.

![Figure 5.1: A particle is projected on the eye plane. If all points (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i) are blocked by other particles, then this particle will be occluded.](image)

A pseudo code for the occlusion culling algorithm is given below:
get device resolution
cover eye-plane with grid depends on resolution;
for each particle
begin
    perform world-eye transformation;
    project the atom at eye-plane;
    calculate the footprint size;
    check if the footprint occupies empty grids;
    // only adjacent neighbors are compared
    register the atom if any part of the ball is visible;
end;

5.2 Hierarchical Structure and Scalable Algorithm

The hidden objects removal algorithm described in the previous section is highly efficient. However, considering the total amount of particles involved, which is on the order of a billion, parallel computation is needed to achieve real-time performance. Since the dataset is too large to fit into any single compute node, a divide and conquer scheme is applied. That is, the job is equally divided and assigned to every node available in the parallel computer. The intermediate results from individual nodes are collected and exchanged with their neighbors in the same manner of global reduction in a hypercube computer. For an example of 4 nodes (coded two digits from ‘00’, ‘01’ to ‘10’, ‘11’): in the first step, those nodes that have the same first digit exchange information and store the processed (winning) information in the node that has a ‘1’ in the second digit. That node is designated as the winner of the exchange. In the second step, the two winners exchange step information and store the information in the node that has a ‘1’ in the first digit. By doing so, the node ‘11’ has the winning information in 2 steps. Figure 5.1 illustrates this exchanging process in a 4 node (2 dimensions) situation.
A similar algorithm can be obtained straightforwardly for higher dimensions. Because only one additional data exchange is involved for every doubling of size, this scheme is a scalable solution. In the extreme situation of only a single node involved, no exchange is needed. One exchange is needed for 2 nodes; for up to $m$ nodes ($m = 2^n, n = 1,2,3,...$), at most $\log_2 m$ exchanges are needed. At later stages, most processors become idle. Although parallel efficiency is not high in this implementation, our only concern is wall-clock speedup, which is more important in real time applications. For each independent scene, up to 50,000 atoms are visible; because only the indices of atoms are transferred, network traffic capacity is not a concern. This dividing schema conforms to the octree data managing mechanism employed in the system.

Suppose the total number of particles is $n$ and a $b$ level octree is applied, and that particles are evenly allocated to all nodes, then the total number of nodes involved is $8^b$, and each node has $n/8^b$ particles. The occlusion culling algorithm has a linear complexity of $O(n/8^b)$. Because $\log_2 8^b$ message exchanges are needed in the parallel scheme, the total time complexity is $O\left(\frac{n}{8^b} \times \log_2 8^b\right) = O\left(\frac{n}{8^b} \times 3b\right) = O\left(\frac{1}{c_0} \times n\right)$, where $c_0 = \frac{8^b}{3 \times b}$. In practice, $b$
is a small number. When the parallel computer for pre-processing is comprised of 8 nodes, $b = 1$. 
CHAPTER 6

NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHM IN VIEW FIELD PREDICTION

6.1 Introduction

Scientific visualization provides a deeper understanding of information and data generated by large scale simulations [2]. However, visualization of large datasets remains a challenge [3, 12, 17, 31].

We [32] implemented a parallel and distributed system that utilizes the computing power of a PC cluster to perform partial pre-rendering to reduce the dataset flowing into the graphics engine. In order to overcome the bottleneck of rather expensive graphics hardware, the computation is split into two parts. The compute-intensive preprocessing including viewer-frustum culling and occlusion culling is performed on the PC cluster, while the graphics processing intensive rendering is carried out on the graphics workstation. This system achieved a nearly interactive rendering speed of about 1 frame per second for a billion particle configuration.

![Diagram]

Figure 6.1: Schematic of pipeline overlapping. View frustum culling (t1) and occlusion culling (t2) are done on a PC cluster, while hardware rendering (t3) is done on an SGI graphics server.
To further improve the system performance, it is an intuitive idea to have this two-stage pipeline overlapped. For this purpose, there needs to be a mechanism to help determine which part of data should be pre-fetched to the second stage in the pipeline, which is the graphics workstation. Figure 6.1 shows this overlapping scheme.

In order to numerically solve the problem, the target space is divided into a regular 3D grid. A user’s next move to 26 possible adjacent domains is coded numerically from 1 to 26. Then the problem of predicting next position is converted to that of predicting the value of a time series function. We propose an instantaneously trained neural network schema to improve the interactive speed in extremely large scale scientific visualization.

### 6.2 Time Series Prediction

The time series prediction problem is to forecast a future value based on knowledge of historical data. Some traditional methods, such as probabilistic method in time series function prediction, were discussed in the book by Brown [33]. One of the presumptions of these methods is that the overall distribution of the data conforms to a known probability distribution. However, as the temporal sequence considered in this research represents the trace of a human walking through a 3D space, it is difficult to define such a pattern.

There are alternative methods for time series function prediction, such as Monte Carlo methods [34] and artificial neural networks [35]. Monte Carlo methods usually involve excessive computations, which is not suitable for interactive applications. For neural networks, the obstacle lies in the training time. A prototypical neural network implementation consists of two separate phases: the (usually off-line) training phase and the on-line running phase. The need for off-line training in advance makes neural networks unsuitable for tasks that require instant learning from streaming data.
One promising method is the quick training algorithm for radial basis function (RBF) neural networks [36]. It has no local minima, and it can be trained significantly faster than backpropagation networks. However, because of the special shape of the activation function, it is not sufficiently fast for the interactive applications.

6.3 CC4 Algorithm

Kak [37] suggested a unique instant learning neural network based on a corner classification (CC) algorithm. The CC algorithm involves little computation and thus enables instantaneous training. This algorithm is suitable for fast classification problems with binary input data. Several implementations of the CC algorithm have been suggested. One of these named CC4 combines learning and generalization, and is most suitable for our problem.

![CC4 Network Architecture](image)

Figure 6.2: A general CC4 network architecture of three layered structure. The input layer’s neurons correspond to the input vectors plus a bias neuron. The hidden layer represents the knowledge base. The output layer is the result.

A CC4 neural network consists of three layers of binary neurons: the input layer, a hidden layer, and the output layer. The number of input neurons is equal to the length of the input vector plus one bias neuron, which always has the value of 1. The number of hidden neurons is equal to the number of training samples, where each hidden neuron corresponds to
one training sample. The activation function of CC4 is as follows: The output neuron outputs 1 when the sum of all weighted inputs is greater than 0 and outputs 0 otherwise. Input layer weights are assigned as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_{ij} &= \begin{cases} 
        1 & x_i = 1 \\
        -1 & x_i = -1
    \end{cases}, \quad w_{bias} = r - s + 1
\end{align*}
\]

For each training vector, if an input neuron receives a 1 \((x_i = 1)\), its weights to all hidden neurons are set to 1; otherwise, they are set to -1. The weights from the bias neuron to the hidden layer neurons are equal to the radius of generalization \(r\) minus the summation of ‘1’s in the training vectors plus 1. Different values of \(r\) have been tested, and we found that the best hit ratio achieved when \(r = 1.5\). Output layer weights are assigned as follows: If the training vector produces a 1 at an output neuron, the weight from its hidden neuron to that output neuron is set to 1; otherwise, it is set to -1. Figure 6.2 shows the architecture of a general CC4 network.

A pseudo code for the CC4 training algorithm is given below:

```plaintext
// w: input layer weight matrix;
// u: output layer
assign r an appropriate value, i.e. r = 2;
for each training vector j do
begin
    s = 0;
    for each input vector i do
begin
        if training vector j gets ‘1’
        then s = s + 1;
        Set wi[j];
    end;
    wbias[j] := r - s + 1;
    set u[j];
end;
```

The CC4 algorithm can be used when instant learning is desired, such as an on-line intelligent search engine [38] or short term predictions such as day trade stock values.
6.4 CC4 in the Walkthrough Problem

We have incorporated the CC4 algorithm into the interactive walkthrough system discussed in §6.1.

In order to improve the average response time, the CC4 algorithm is used to predict the next move of the user based on recent previous positions during walkthrough. Using the predicted next move, the program pre-fetches required data while the current scene is being rendered. Therefore, on the next time step, the graphics pipeline can begin rendering immediately without waiting for the data to be fetched through the network. A formal rephrase of the problem is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{r}_{t+1} &= G(\hat{r}_t, \hat{r}_{t-1}, \ldots, \hat{r}_{t-w+1}, H) \\
H &= I(\hat{r}_{t-w+1}, \hat{r}_{t-w+2}, \ldots, \hat{r}_{t-1}, \hat{r}_t)
\end{align*}
\]

The predicted position, \(\hat{r}_{t+1}\), is determined by the current \(\hat{r}_t\) and \(w-1\) previous positions, \((\hat{r}_{t-1}, \ldots, \hat{r}_{t-w+1})\), and knowledge of the walking pattern, \(H\), which is obtained by examining the history of \(s\) previous positions. The width of testing window, \(w\), and the number of training samples, \(s\), are parameters to be chosen at the training stage to conform to a particular problem.

The entire space is covered with a regular 3D grid, and the smallest unit of this grid forms a cell. The user’s position is discretized with the cell. Also, instead of recording absolute positions, relative positions are used, which are represented by directional numerical values as show in Fig. 6.3. All movements are represented by relative positions with cell 14 being the reference point. For example, number 1 represents a move from position 14 to position 1. A path goes from cell A to cell B \((A \rightarrow C \rightarrow D \rightarrow E \rightarrow F \rightarrow B)\) as shown in the Fig. 6.3 will be encoded as a sequence, \((15,10,11,23,23)\), as the path shown as shadow.
Figure 6.3: Illustration of the spatial grid. All movements are represented relative to the starting position (cell 14 is the reference cell). A path from A→C→D→E→F→B is represented as a sequence, (15,10,11,23,23).

Figure 6.4: A CC4 neural network used in 2D prediction. There are 3 input vectors, each with length of 8 and 1 bias neuron amounting to 25 input neurons. The network has 100 hidden layer neurons, the number corresponding to the number of training samples. The output is the 8 directions possible directions. Neurons in adjacent layers are fully connected. For illustration purpose, 2 dimensional prediction instead of the 3 dimensional case is used because of simplicity.

Figure 6.4 illustrates a structure of a CC4 neural network for two dimensional direction predictions. The input layer has 3 input vectors, each with length of 8, representing the 8 possible directions, and a bias neuron, which brings the total number of input neuron to
100 hidden layer neurons correspond to the 100 training samples, which are updated dynamically with each prediction. Output is the 8 possible directions of next move.

This predictive pre-fetching acts as ‘traffic control’, which is similar to the cache management mechanism. It requests future data from the previous culling procedure to feed the graphics rendering pipeline. Before generating a new frame, the rendering pipeline will run a test to check whether the required datasets reside in the memory. If the datasets exist, it will go ahead and perform the rendering. Otherwise, a ‘page fault’ generates a request for new data.

Because the neural network learns by accumulated knowledge over a period of past history, it does not function well until it reaches the point when the history data is enough for gaining this knowledge. We propose a hybrid system, in which heuristic rules are used for prediction in the first few hundred steps and after that, the neural network prediction kicks in. The heuristic rule assumes that the user will continue his/her current moving status, i.e., if moving in one direction, he/she will continue the move in the same direction in the next time step; if the user has been turning, the turning will be continued in the same direction with same speed. A flow chart of this hybrid system is shown in Fig. 6.5.

Given the number of possible movements that can be made during a walkthrough, it is difficult to predict the correct movement every time. In order to speed up overall system performance while tolerating missed predictions, we propose a latency hiding scheme, in which rendering is only performed when the pre-fetching is successful. With this scheme, not all scenes are shown while the user is moving around. However, the system performance is only limited by the speed of the graphics rendering hardware.
Figure 6.5: The hybrid predictive pre-fetching scheme. User’s move at time $t+1$ is guessed at time $t$. Before the knowledge base of the neural network is setup, heuristic rules are used in the prediction.
CHAPTER 7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The implementation of the system discussed in this thesis is capable of interactive walkthrough of 1 billion atoms. The time to extract and render one scene is nearly a constant function of the number of atoms. This work was presented at the IEEE Virtual Reality 2002 conference at Orlando, Florida.

Results of performance tests of the techniques described in Chapters 3-6 are discussed in detail in §§7.1-7.4. An overview of the performance in terms of scalability is given in §7.5.

7.1 Data Compression

The compression algorithm has been tested on a Digital Alpha Server 2100 for several configurations. In the case of 46,440 atoms at a temperature of 300K, the original storage scheme required 56 bytes per atom including positions and velocities in double precision and an 8 byte tag used for multiple purpose (atom type, serial number, etc). To compress this data, one has to specify the position tolerance, \( \delta r \), and the time parameter, \( \tau \). (The velocity tolerance is computed as \( \delta v / \tau \).) Figure 7.1(a) shows the amount of compressed storage per atom as a function of the position tolerance, \( \delta r \), for three different values of \( \tau \). Significant reduction in storage is achieved by increasing \( \delta r \). However, the information loss due to compression results in an error in the total energy, as is shown in Fig. 7.2(b). Assuming that an energy deviation of 1 K is acceptable, the minimum storage size is
achieved with $\delta r = 5 \times 10^{-3} \text{Å}$ and $\tau = 4 \text{fs}$. Figure 7.1(a) demonstrates that the present compression scheme reduces the required storage size by nearly an order-of-magnitude, from 56 to 6.22 bytes/atom. Compared with typical simulation time, the computation time used for compression is found to be negligible.

![Graph a](image1.png)
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Figure 7.1: Size (per atom) of compressed MD configurations: (a) effect of the tolerance parameters $\delta r$ and $\tau$, (b) relationship between the storage size and the error in total energy introduced by compression.

7.2 Octree Based View-frustum Culling

Various volume clipping shapes are used to reduce the dataset to be rendered before entering the graphics pipeline of the hardware accelerator card. The final result is a frustum obtained by applying the combination of these clipping schemes as shown in Fig. 7.2.
In a tested configuration involving 1 million atoms, 60% of the atoms are removed after the sphere clipping; about 150,000 to 200,000 atoms will be left after the cylinder clipping, and around 100,000 atoms remain in the final frustum after cone clipping and near/far plane clipping. The shaded area is the final view-frustum. Clipping is performed in the unit of Octree nodes instead of individual atoms in order to speed up the process. This is shown in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence of clipping</th>
<th>Percentage of atoms removed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sphere clipping</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder clipping</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cone clipping</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near/far clipping</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Only a fraction of the entire system remains after the dataset reduction phase, as shown in Fig. 7.3; only about 500 octree leaves (about 10% of the total number of octree leaves) remain in the final frustum that will be fed into the graphics rendering pipeline.

Figure 7.4 demonstrates the scalability of the octree algorithm. This figure shows the rendering time per scene as a function of the number of atoms with and without Octree-based visibility culling. It can be seen that as the number of atoms increases, the time taken for octree extraction and atom rendering remain nearly constant.

The efficiency of view frustum culling is related to the position of the viewer. When the viewer is outside the configuration, almost all of the particles are within the view frustum. In this case, the recursive octree culling is turned off, and instead the outer surface nodes of the configuration are output to the next step.

Figure 7.3: Illustration of the Octree dataset reduction. About five hundred Octree leaves remain in the final frustum that goes through the graphics rendering pipeline, with 200 atoms each. The total number of atoms in this case is about 100,000.
Figure 7.4: Rendering time per scene as a function of the number of atoms with and without Octree based enhancement. The Octree algorithm shows good scalability; when the number of particles increases, the time taken to extract and render the atoms that need to be displayed is almost constant. Lines are guide to eyes.

7.3 Scalable Occlusion Culling

A PC cluster comprised of four 800MHz Intel Pentium III PCs each with 512MB RAM running Red Hat LINUX 6.2 is used for parallel occlusion culling. We have installed SSLeay 0.9.0 [39], OpenLDAP 1.2.7 [40], Globus Toolkit 1.1.3 [41], and MPICH-g2 on both the PCs and an SGI Onyx2 graphics workstation\(^{13}\), which is directly connected to a immersive rendering device, ImmersaDesk.

The efficiency of occlusion culling depends on radius and density of the particles. When the drawing radius of the particle equals to 1.5Å, 20-25% of the atoms are occluded.

\(^{13}\) SSLeay is a free implementation of Netscape's Secure Socket Layer, a software encryption protocol. Open Source Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is an open-standard protocol for accessing information services. The protocol runs over Internet transport protocols, such as TCP, and can be used to access stand-alone directory servers. Globus is a research and development project focused on enabling the application of Grid concepts to scientific and engineering computing. Grid is a conceptual framework that conveniently utilizes a collection of computation power as energy power. MPICH-g2 is a Grid-enabled implementation of MPICH developed at the Argonne National Laboratory. MPICH-g2 supports message passing interface (MPI) among heterogeneous platforms.
When the drawing radius increases, more particles are occluded; when the drawing radius is less than 10% of the bond length, less than 1% of occlusion is detected.

Figure 7.5 uses wire frame rendering to show the effect of occlusion culling. The upper and lower pictures are screen captures of the same scene. The upper picture has the occlusion culling feature turned off, while the lower picture shows the effect of occlusion culling. On average, occlusion culling removes about 20-30% of atoms in a scene. In this particular scene, about 65% of atoms were removed in this step, and the frame rate is increased by 3 times.

**7.4 Neural Network Pre-fetching**

Generalization factor $r$ controls the similarity that an input is considered to be a member of an existing pattern. Different values of $r$ have been tested in several different configurations, and on average the highest hit ratios were achieved for $r = 1.5$.

By employing the CC4 neural network scheme, the system is more responsive to users’ input. Figure 7.8 shows that the average prediction hit ratio is 34%, which is much higher than that of an alternative heuristic method, 24%. This indicates that one third of the time, the user feels significantly improved system response. Combined with the proposed latency hiding scheme, the system will only render on average about 1 frame per three frames, but the user will experience apparent performance gain in terms of interactivity.

The radial basis network [42] and backpropagation network [36] are tested for purposes of performance comparison. Table 7.2 shows that neither of them is suitable for the interactive application in this work because of the excessive training time required. This test is conducted with MATLAB on an 800MHz Pentium III PC running Windows 2000 Professional. Time shown for radial basis and backpropagation neural networks are the
Figure 7.5: Wire frame pictures showing effect of occlusion culling. These are two screen captures of the same configuration. Occlusion culling is turned off in the upper scene. The lower scene shows the effect of occlusion culling. On average, occlusion culling removes about 20-30% of atoms in a scene. In this particular case, about 65% of atoms were removed in this step, and the frame rate is increased by 3 times. There is no visible difference in the surface rendering scene.
Figure 7.6: Hit ratio (in percentage) comparison of CC4 algorithm and heuristic method. The CC4 achieved 34% hit ratio, which means in one third of the time, the system can guess the users’ next move correctly.
training time, while the time shown for the CC4 neural network is the total of training time and generalization time. Similar to the generalization factor $r$, the spread parameter of radial basis function neural network indicated the selectivity of the neuron. Spreads tested for radial basis neural network are 0.8, 1, 1.2, 2; the default value 1.0 turns out to be optimal. The training goal for backpropagation is 10% SSE or 10,000 epochs, or degrading $< 1e^{-14}$. It is clear that neither of the neural networks is suitable for interactive applications. We have found no literature that shows any other types of neural network capable of instantaneous training.

Table 7.2: Performance comparison of three neural networks. The time shown for radial basis neural network and back propagation neural network are the training time. The time shown for the CC4 neural network is the total of training and generalization time. Radial basis and backpropagation, as well as other type of neural networks which are not listed here, are not suitable for interactive applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Radial Basis</th>
<th>CC4</th>
<th>Backpropagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hit-ratio (%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (second)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.5 Scalability Test

We have performed the scalability test on our visualization system.

To study the effect of the Octree-based occlusion culling, we first compare the rendering times as a function of the number of particles with and without Octree enhancement with serial implementation. First, a serial version without any of the techniques described in this thesis was run on a standalone SGI Onyx2. The blue line in Fig. 7.7 shows the rendering time of this sequence. It takes more than 1 second to render one frame when the number of atoms is 20,000. When the number of atoms is 100,000, the time to render one
frame is about 3 seconds. Above this size, the time to render one frame increases rapidly. It takes about 8 seconds to render one frame for 120,000 atoms, which is too long for any interactive application. The second sequence of runs (shown in green) incorporated the Octree data management enhancement on a standalone SGI Onyx2. Up to 100,000 atoms are rendered at less than 1 second per frame. Rendering of 1 million atoms takes about 5 seconds per frame. To study the scalability of the parallel/distributed implementation, we have performed the third sequence of performance tests on the SGI Onyx2 graphics workstation and four 800 MHz Intel Pentium III PCs running Linux Redhat 6.2. The red line in Figure 7.7 also shows the rendering time of this sequence as a function of the number of particles. It takes 0.7 second to render one frame of 100,000 atoms. The time to render 1 frame increases only slightly when the size of the dataset increases from 100,000 to 1 billion. Time to render one frame for 1 billion atoms is about 1.2 seconds. Together with latency hiding scheme, the response time can be improved by up to 3 times at the cost of dropping frames.

Figure 7.7 clearly demonstrates that the parallel visualization scheme described in this dissertation is scalable for interactive walkthrough of particle systems of size up to 1 billion.
Figure 7.7: This figure summarizes the overall result of this research by plotting rendering time per frame as a function of the number of particles showing the improvement over previous attempts. For 1 billion atoms, about 1 second per frame is rendered. Three lines with different colors show scalability of the system of different versions of the implementation with speed up techniques added in time. Marked points are running instances. Serial version (blue line) with Octree data management enhancement blows out when atoms number is greater than 10 thousands. After adding the Octree data management system (green line), 100 thousands atoms can be handled in reasonable responding time (less than 1 second per frame). The final version (red line) of this work can handle 1 billion atoms at about 1 second per frame. Together with latency hiding scheme, the responding time can be improved by up to 3 times at the cost of dropping frames.
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has described an approach to rendering large numbers of particles interactively. Both a conceptual framework and implementation details are given for our comprehensive solutions towards billion particles walkthrough. The scalability of the system has been demonstrated for up to 1 billion particles.

We have demonstrated thus in this work that billion particle interactive walkthrough is a workable problem given current computing resources.

We have achieved the goal by splitting the work between a traditional high-end graphics workstation and a Linux PC cluster, and by dividing the data among nodes of the PC cluster. We have also developed a parallel occlusion culling scheme. We have suggested a neural network based behavior prediction mechanism in the field of scientific visualization for the first time.

Specific techniques developed in this work include the following:
1. An error bound controlled compression scheme has been developed, based on a space filling curve. The method of Z-curve compression uses little system resources to compute, while preserving the precision of molecular dynamics simulation in terms of fluctuation of the total energy.
2. An Octree tree data management system has been employed to efficiently perform data managing and view frustum culling.
3. A parallel occlusion culling scheme has been developed to efficiently perform occlusion culling. The difference of this method compared with other existing schemes is that the
computing is based on the resolution of display equipment, without working on unnecessary precisions that have no impact on final display. Computational complexity is thus related to limited resolution.

4. A neural network based behavior prediction has been adopted. By adopting a special training algorithm, the excessive training time associated with normal neural network implementations has been eliminated. To our knowledge, this is the first application of a machine learning method to scientific visualization of particle data. Together with the latency hiding scheme we have developed, the response time is greatly reduced, and the user can feel a significant speed up in navigating the immersive environment.

The visualization system developed in this dissertation works for interactive walkthrough of a billion particle dataset. I expect that the system can be further enhanced and made applicable to broader areas through the following developments.

1. A quantified study of system bottleneck. For an interactive application, the most important measurement is the time to draw a single frame, which can be divided into partial times to perform occlusion culling, view frustum culling, physical rendering, and communication costs as shown in Fig. 6.1. If the required time need for each component is known, we can not only direct our optimization efforts more efficiently, but also predict the scalability of the current system before undergoing major architecture changes. It is also important to study the relationship between the number of nodes on the PC cluster and the speed up that can be achieved. It would be beneficial to derive a formula for evaluating parallel rendering schemes.

2. Test of different parallel schemes. I have several different ideas to implement parallel rendering in an interactive walkthrough environment, and would like to test their
performance. These ideas are: i) Tasks are divided among a number of nodes, where each node locally stores particles’ properties and also has information about its close neighbors; ii) each node acts as an intelligent agent which handles visibility culling within its boundary, as well as forming dynamic groups with neighboring nodes; iii) the result of one of these groups is streamed to the display equipment.

3. Develop a PC-based front end client node. The ImmersaDesk virtual reality equipment this work has been based on is rather expensive and many researchers cannot take advantage of it. A PC-based front end with stereo goggles will be a useful alternative for a broader class of researchers. A wider variety of interactivity in terms of more input devices compatibility is desired.

4. Use a Linux box PC to replace the SGI Onyx graphics system. One reason is that Linux is inexpensive to acquire and easy to maintain; another reason is that SGI may not be a reliable long-term supplier of high end graphics workstations under the current economic conditions.

5. Study the load balancing problem. Load balancing was not given much consideration in this work because the configuration we were interested in, such as the fiber composite dataset, are nearly unified in terms of density. When we extend it to more application areas, such as biomedical and micro-mechanical systems, local balancing will have more impact on the overall system performance, and therefore require more attention.

6. Extension to other areas such as bioinformatics. Problems such as protein folding and cell biology simulations are promising application areas of this work. In some cases, this work can be applied with little adjustment, such as the 3D reconstruction of optical
nerve heads under pressure, which is underway in the Biological Computation and Visualization Center at LSU; in other cases, more modifications are needed.
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